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ABSTRACT

This project describes a teacher education program held at The Living Desert, a botanical
and

park. The program was deagnedfor both fortnal and infornialeducat^

transform existing environmentaledueation in a participatory Settiag. This prPject

education at The Living Desert. It also describesthe development ofan "ecological
perspective on teaching," a personal and group vision and resulting practice of
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This project describes a four-year teacher education program conducted at The

Lrving Desert,a botanicd arid wldlife p

located inPalm Desert,Cahfornia. The

program brou^t 12 classroom teacbers and 3zoolo^caleducators together to e>$aud
their understanding and practice ofenvironmental educatiori. This project concentrates on

how the program affected riiy educationalphilosophy,strategy arid practice as an educator
at The Living Desert, and how it shifted the focus ofour department's docent(volunteer

guide)education in general.
Ichose this programfor my master's project because it catalyzed a fimdamental
change in the way Iview my role and purpose as an educator. It helped me form a

philosophy and criteria by which to evaluate education in general. As a result ofthis
program Ihave come to view environmental education as all education concerned with the

fundamental interrelatedness ofall things. It is essentially a lifelong, wisdom gaining
process which includes an ongoing evaluation ofthe role ofhumansin the larger "scheme
ofthings"in order to preserve the integrity ofthe whole environment,both social and
natural.

The program wasfacilitated by myselfand Jean Fredrickson, a consultant in

multicultural, critical and environmental education. Jean was hired to help our department
address the following concerns:

1. Ihe lack ofany multicultural emphasis in the department's educational
programs and pubhc tours.

2. The need to provide environmental education to more students than those who

visit the facility or who participate in outreach programs(in-school programs).
3. The need to form a closer working relationship with valley teachers.

4. The need to provide more consistent and powerM environmental education for
students at our own facility.

While the goals and objectives ofthe program were centered on increasing
environmentalliteracy,Jean's background in critical pedagogy and multicultural education

insured the consideration ofmany perspectives,issues,theories and processes, all ofwhich

greatly expanded the meaning ofthe term environmental"literacy." She gave me dozens
a articles to read, which later became the source articles we gave to the teachers. While

Jean wasfamiliar with most ofthese writers and theories,I was not, and this helped me
have a necessary background. These ongoing discussions ofarticles and our thoughts

about them became a modelfor our program Because we had so many questions and
different approachestothe readings, we began to see it as a potentially rich alternative to
teacher "training."

Jean and I decided early on that the programfocus would not be a "product," i.e.
curriculum, activities or a guide for teachers on the use ofour facihty. It would instead

beghi with identifying and questioning our world-view with its attendant assunq)tions and
beliefs, and our visionsfor environmental education. We structured a three-year program,

with two weeks ofmeetingsin summer and monthly meetingsthrou^out the school year.
As part ofa "preview" ofthe program,we asked potential participantsifthey

would be willing to do the following:
1. Committo a long-term process.

2. Be an active participantin the creation ofthe process and content ofthe
program.

3. Be wiUitig to question the current "givens" ofeducation.
4. Be willing to change.

We also made it clear that we were not going to provide "solutions" to theteaching of
environmental education.

These seminal decisions about program structure guaranteed that we wordd have

enou^time,the commitment ofour participants,the support ofa group effort and a
context in which to work. Within this framework we were able to ask questions that
included the following: What is education for? What is knowledge and how is it gained?

Should knowledge reflect the relationship and responsibility we have to each other and to
the planet? What kind ofknowledge teaches us how to live in the larger "web oflife"
without destroying it and ourselves?

Slowly we created criteria and goalsfor our program which we call an "ecological
perspective on teaching." It is a continually evolving approach to Irving and teaching

with the goal of Irving within,rather than outside ofthe larger "web oflife." Though
perceived and expressed slightly differently in each ofus,it is something we created

together and it nourishes and guides our teaching and living. Through both group and

individualreflection on the choices and decisions we make on an everyday basis, we have

been rethinking and reworking education based on thislarger "vision."
How this process affected my role as a zoo educator is the subject ofthis project.
I used its process as a modelfor the way in which Iteach docents. The questions it has
pronpted in me are the onesInow pose to educatorsin other zoological and botanical
institutions. Asthis program was designed to be used by each educator in his or her own

and unique teaching context, my "translation" ofit to my situation was part ofthe overall

purpose ofthe program In that translation I describe the kind of"meaning making"
process we now seek tofacihtate in our students.

Significance ofProject

Until we see the crisis ofsustainability as one with roots that extend fi-om
pubhc poHcies and technology down into our assumptions about science,
nature, culture, and human nature, we are not likely to extend our
prospects much(Orr, 1992,p. 1).

In September of1994,delegates jfrom countriesthroughout the world metin
Cairo,Egypt to consider the issues ofpopulation and sustainable development. Vice
President Albert Gore,the representative firomthe United States, set the scene in the

following quote delivered in his opening remarks:
In the afi;ermath ofthe Cold War,the community ofnations has been fi:eed
fi-om many ofthe divisions ofthe past, and nations are moving ever closer
together—economically,ecologically, and politically. In this transition
period,the United States and all nations have an opportunity and
responsibility to addresslong neglected,fixture-oriented concernsthat will
determine what kind ofworld we leave to our children and grandchildren
(U.S. Department ofState Dispatch, 1994,p.569(5)).

As a result ofthe conference, 160 nations agreed on a World Population Plan of
Action with would limit world population to below 9.5 bilhon by the year 2050. While
newspaper headlines concentrated on the dispute between the Vatican and conference
leaders over language concerning abortion and family plamiing, Worldwatch Institute's
EBlary F. French,noted that,"the realhews wasthe remarkable consensusforged between

the industrial and developing worlds, and among representatives ofpopxxlation, women's
and human rights groups dxxring the two years ofpreparation for the meeting"(Brown et
al., 1995,p. 176).

Hilary French also noted that this conference recognized the "corr^lex interactions
among population growth, deteriorating social conditions, gender inequity, environmental

degradation and a range ofother issues" (1995,p. 176). Among the successes hsted was

the opportunity the conference afforded as a "forum where coimtries can share

experiences and plotjoint strategies on issues ofcommon concerns"(p. 177).
The Cairo Conference offered both a model and challenge to educators. It was a

window to the future,a glimpse ofthe kind ofwork in which our students will be

engaged: namely,the global effort to find sustainable ways ofthinking and living. It
pronq>ts the question ofwhether we are providing an educational environment that
encouragesthe skills necessaryfor global problem solving and thinking like that ofthe
Cairo Conference.

For years, educationalfuturists have suggested that we begin to alter our

educational course towards one ofhelping our students "expect,understand and cope with

change, diversity and national and internationalinterdependence" (Benjamin, 1989,p. 10)
Yet we find omselveslocked into an educational system that, Hke the media coverage of

the Cairo Conference,focuses on our differences and wbich usually finds change
threatening. Rather than focusing on the interrelatedness ofissues and subjects,it
separates our thinking into discrete parts. In an article on thinking, educator Sam CroweU
noted that,"We have separate subjects, separate sldUs, separate objectives, separate

evaluations, segmented continuums,linear methods,behavioraltechniques and isolated
classrooms"(1989,p. 61).

These artificial categories deny a growing awarenessthat om world is a complex

whole,but we eontinue to teach this way because this isthe way we have been taughtto
see the world. Manyteaehersfeelthe need to ehange,responding enthusiastically to the
theories and innovations proposed by educationaltheorists;those who have time to think

Yetthe fundamental work that must preeede any consistent change is left undone.
Meanwhile teachers are "trained" in whatever methods and practices are politically favored

at the time,while our schools and the larger society they miiror,conthme to splinter
socially,inorally and edxicatibnally.
Chie ofthe mostin^drt^tj and contentious decisionsthat we made about our
program early On wasthat it would not he based on pro\dding

tp teaching. We

offeredno cuiricuhmi^ no one theory,no set agenda. This made it harder tof^d,harder
to explain and harder tojustify to those who wouldjudge it. Instead we offered educators
the opportunity,the time,the community and the context in which to question education.
By doing so, we made several assumptions. We assumed that ifteachers were

given the opportunity and background theories necessary,they would be capable of
understanding other and generating their own educational theories and philosophy,from
which they could plot their own course ofaction—whether it he educational content or

process. Also,that consistent reflection is action and will lead to a change in teaching. As
we struggled to understand the unspoken assumptions that guide our teaching and society,
we were practicing a communal thinking processthat wasfar more creative(and difficult)
than our "traditional" role as teachers.

Like the delegates at the Cairo Conference,we came together with tihe

understanding that there was no easy "solution"to our problem—that ofrethinking our
educational roles. But by accepting this as a premise for the program,we moved toward a

new understanding ofeducation. It became a creative process made richer by the
complexity ofthe problem and the different ways ofperceiving it by each ofus. As
Crowell noted,"The gi'eatest challenge facing education is not technology,not resources,

not accountability—itis the need to discover with our students a new way ofthinking. This
quest does not require merely different information but rather a whole new way ofviewing
the world" (1989,p. 60). In order to find something new,we needed to understand the

basis ofour current view. It was work each one ofus bad to do,but it was also work

made richer by the group processes we practiced as a part ofthis program.

Statement ofNeeds

Through truth telling and dialogue and sincere attenq)tsto see the world
through the other person's eyes,together we can come to an understauding
ofwhat it is that needs doing, and to ajoint commitment that it gets done.
AH my Hfe I have heard the admonition,"Don'tjust talk, get out there and
do something!" The problem is that in times like these we are aU too likely
to do whattums out to be the wrong thing. Ifit is to represent the best
advice for such uncertain times,the maxim should probably be turned
around: Don'tjust do something: get out there and talk(Harmon, 1988,p.
3).

Talk is cheap. When the Cairo Conference created aforum,the press rushed to
show us the problems oftalk;namely that it is emotional and sometimes angry. They also

pointed to the lack ofmeasurable results in the terms ofpoHcy. Yet,those who knew the
complexity ofthe issues and the great diversity ofworld views represented,understood
the need for talk. The Conference recognized other fundamentalneeds as well, and they

are ones we tried to honor in our program
As noted by Hilary F. French, the conference delegates recognized the issue of
population to be a complex phenomena which could not be addressed as an environmental

issue alone,but which involved cultural,rehgious, social and pohtical perceptions and
their resulting pohcies(Brown et al., 1995,p. 157). These interrelated issues were not

ignored. The delegates knew that their discussion would cover broad ground, would ehcit
strong emotions and would uncover many ofthe 'divisions ofthe past' aUuded to by
Albert Gore in his introductory remarks.

The decision to let the issue ofpopulation remain con:]5)lex and whole was central

to its meaningfiiltreatment. Inasmuch as any environmental problem is also a problem of
perception,the separation ofnature, culture/society and human nature is only a partial
approach. WhHe it may yield temporary results,it often makesthe situation worse in the
long run.

Our program recognized that the corrq)lexity ofenvironmentalissues, ofhuman
perception and behavior, and ofthe learning process itself lie within the sphere of
education. It encompasses our social, cultural and pohtical worlds,it affects our inner,
human nature and all ofour feelings about the world. Standard education,with its
divisions and its compulsion to produce measurable results,is often willing to trade
memoryfor knowledge;thus no real wisdom is gained about nature or the human nature

that perceives it. By oversimplifying both environmental education and the learning
process, we deny our children the opportunity to leam with all oftheir ways ofknowing.

We present a fragmented picture ofthe world, and do not teach the kinds ofintegrated

thinking skills that help us challenge our existing way ofbeing. We inhibit both the
creativity and insist needed for the kind ofdecisions our students willhave to make as
adults.

In order to explore the complexity ofpopulation,the Cairo Conference designers
encouraged the diverse views ofthe delegate countries to be expressed and explored.

Difference wasthe basisfor consensus building,not merely a hurdle to overcome. This

allowed the inherent strength ofdiverse perspectivesto help create,rather than debilitate

the process. Science haslong told usthat diversity isthe stabihty behind a changing
world. Yet, diversity often cripples our teaching efforts. We strive for uniformity in our
■

■

■

students that mirrors wdiat we call a "body ofknowledge"that is sanctioned. Even when

we allow different voices and viewsto be expressed, we stUlprivilege the voicesthat

support the dominant culture's traditional view ofthe world. We also condone only
certain expressions ofknowledge.

Dming our years ofexploring the role ofeducation, differences(both those within
our group and those we explored as part ofour readings)puidied usto explore new

theories and to more creative thinking about our role as educators. Based on the goalto

fold a way ofteaching and being that worksin a continually changing world, we focused

on processes that helped ususe difference as a thinking tool. Thus,both the Cairo
Conference and our program recognized that diversity wasto be encouraged and that the
process ofexploring diversity was necessary work.

Among the successes named by Worldwatch Institute wasthe creation ofa

program that will allow ten developing countries who have had successin curbing

population growth to share their programs with other coxmtries(Brown et al., 1995,p.
176). These developing countries have very different religious, political and cultural
views;yet they have much to gain by telling their stories. Therefore,the conference
leaders encouraged those stories, giving them time and importance. In this way we also

encouraged our participants to telltheir stories and to try to make meaning ofthem in the
context ofour emerging vision ofenvironmental education.

Cairo Conference leaders and delegates realized that this kind ofsharing, or
"cornmunalthhiking," takestime. The same is true ofteaching,for there is no quick

solution to effective environmental education, especially when we are trying to educate for
a way ofbeing we do not currently know ourselves—a more connected and thoughtfiil way
ofliving. Attimes wefound ourselves resisting change or avoiding the work involved.

However,the group support and the long-term commitment each ofus rnade helped usto
keep coming back.

Thislong-term process, which used established theory and that ofour own

creation,became the "result" ofour program—an on-going approach to teaching. It is
based on a beliefand trust in complexity, diversity and community as a meansto
knowledge. It relies on om willingnessto think and to change based upon that thinking.
It is a process akin to what we would callthe "gaining ofwisdom^" as defined below:
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Wisdom cannot be confined to a specialized jBleld, nor is it an academic
discipline;it is the consciousness ofwholeness and integrity that transcends
both. Wisdom is con:q)lexity understood and relationships accepted
(Meeker,1991,p. 22).
In Order for usto gain wisdom as humans within the larger community ofhfe, we

must begin to gather together in order to do the necessary work. As we become famihar

with the process,we willpass it on to those we teach. In our small groups, asin the larger
global efforts hke the Cairo Conference,our goals are the same:the gaining ofwisdom
about how to live in the larger community oflife without destroying it and ourselves.

Once we consider this larger picture, we can focus on our own teaching contexts
without sacrfocing our greater goals. As a zoo educator,I work within a context and

tradition that has Changed Httle in the last 2,000 years. Modem zoos,which began in the
eighteenth century were much like the menageries ofAlexander the Great. Onlyin the last
three decades have we begunto question our own methods. This questioning led to the
present SSP(Species SurvivalPlan)programs and more recently,to animal enrichment

programs committed to animal well being as well asto animal care. Butin most respects,
education is still based on the factual presentation ofzoological data to the pubhc, while
the animal serves as a living "object."

While the long-term success ofzoo breeding programs depends upon a population
ofhumans who understand and appreciate the need for biodiversity, we continue to
concentrate on the physical act ofcaptive breeding. Zoos have pubhcly recognized that
education will determine whether we change in the way we see our role as humans within

the natural world,but like mostformal educators,we spend little time in reflection about
what and

we teach.

The time has come when even those who are thoroughly convinced that zoos are

necessary have to concede that we have not done allthat we can to insure the long-term
the continued survival ofwild animals. As we re-think the role ofeducation as a means to
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this goal, we will not be able to rely on the traditional methods and strategies offormal
education. We will need to see our fecibties in a clear and critical bght m order to

question what kind ofknowledge,what kind ofrelationship, we need to encourage with
the natural world. We will need to consider diverse views,the connection between the

natural and social worlds,the complex nature ofboth the natural world and education, and
be willing to challenge ourselves and our institutions.
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PART ONE

Assumptions/Belief

A person's totalbeEefsystem is an organization ofbeliefs and expectancies
that the person accepts astrue ofthe world be or die livesin—verbal and
non-verbal,in^hcit and exphcit, conscious and unconscious...Behef
systems have two powerM and conflicting sets ofmotives at the same
time. One is the need for a cognitive framework to interpret new
experience—to know and understand and act responsively. The other is the
need to ward off threatening aspects ofreahty (Harmon, 1988 pp. 15-16).
One ofthe first and mostimportant areas ofinquiry for our teacher program was
that ofrecognizing and "mining"the assumptions and resulting behefs that guide our

perceptions about the world and teaching—in other words,the basis ofour world view.
Jean's background in multicultural education and critical pedagogy had shown her that in

order to make meaningfid changes in thinking and action there needsto be a process of
"bringing to the surface"that which is so basic to our understanding ofthe world as to be
virtuaUy unconscious. To this end,our first readings contained articles that revealed and

questioned some ofthe standard assumptions ofthe dominant culture, as weh as provided
other cultural views ofnature, science, culture and education.

We explored the creation and proliferation ofthe Cartesian/science-based logic

from a feminist perspective in articles and selected chapters ofbookslike Carolyn
Merchant's,EcologicalRevolutions(1989),Ehzabeth Mnmidh'S, Transforming

Knowledge(1990)and Ruth Hubbard's The Pohtics ofWomens'Biology(1990). We also
read excerptsfrom books by scientists and environmentahsts,including WiUis Harmon's,
GlobalMind Change(1988),Augros and Stanciu's,New Biology(1987), Erhch and
Omstein's,New World New Mind (1989). Our educational readingsincluded writings of
Paiilo Friere,Edward T. Clark, Sam Croweh,David Orr and others concerned with the
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filture ofeducation. In addition, we read works by writers whose culture did not see the
world through a scientific metaphor.
The common denominator ofall ofthese readings was the thoughtfid criticism of

the current assumptions guiding our cultural and societal structure and institutions, and the

callfor change. They helped us see culture and its determining assim^tions as a
continually evolving story that should be critiqued in the context oftime,place and

circumstance. An exarcple is the following quote by Carolyn Merchant concerning science.
"Science and history are both social constructions. Science is an ongoing negotiation with
non-human nature for what counts as reahty. Scientists socially construct nature,

representing it differently in different historical epochs" (Merchant, 1989,p.4).

The idea that science is socially constructed contradicted the standard assumption

that science is the ouly way to describe an objective reahty we call "nature." This
assumption is prevalent in zoologicalteaching. Though based on questioning that reahty,
science is ofl;en taught as a description ofthe world,not one ofmany processes by which
we have been taught to know it. It also is used to the exclusion ofother ways ofknowing
the world. By questioning the basic assunq)tion of"science as reahty," we could then look
at the consequences ofthis presentation ofscience.

Walking through the assumptions behind science helped us begin to see that ah of
our perceptions and rmderstandiug ofthe world are based on the same kind ofculturahy
generated and proliferated assunptions. Once we understood this, we realized that no
teachiug is neutral. We model and teach according to personal and cohective cultural

biases, and therefore, our teaching reflects these biases. Secondly, we realized that by

teaching this view without questioning it ourselves or teaching our students to question it,
we were responsible for its proliferation and consequences. Thirdly, we concluded that
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we could make no meaningfiil changesin our teaching until we examined and questioned
the unspoken behefs based on these assumptions.
While these may seem very obvious conclusions,they did not come easily,nor do I

think they are common in teacher education programs. Atthe time we were exploring
these issues,I wastaking a class on educational philosophy as part ofmy master's

program Most ofthe teachersin the class had never read any educationalphilosophy,nor
had they realized that the school system,curriculum and their own teaching were based on
various philosophies and theories which were not necessarily consistent. The class
stopped short ofpulling out the assumptions behind the thinking ofthe teachers,
concentrating instead on those ofthe major philosophers. This emphasis did httle to
attune the teachersto their own biases and they finished the course with a generalized
understanding ofa few main tenets ofeach philosophy. There was no attempt made to
link these philosophies to current practice beyond the most general and there was httle
discussion ofhow theory and practice have intersected historically or in the minds of
teachers.

This process ofuncoverihg assumptions, or "making the familiar strange" became,
for me,a metaphor for the learning process. SometimesIresisted, because what I
discovered wasnot always comfortable. However,the process ofquestioning what Ihave
always taken for granted is now part and parcelthe way I see my role as an educator. As

in the quote that begins this section, our behefs about the world help keep us"safe" and to
examine them is both difficult and threatening. For one thing, our very thinking has been

shaped by the acceptance ofcultural"givens." For another, we tend to think ofour own

way ofbeing as inevitable, a response to the way things are.
In this respect we were helped in our readings by writers ofother cultural views,
including selections fi:om Native American,Latino and African Americans. One article
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comes to mind as illustrative ofhow differently disparate cultures view reality. The article

was written by an anthropologist who lived with a certain African tribe for several months

a year. One year, during a rainy period that kept everyone inside for days,he read his
African friends Shakespeare's play,Hamlet. The Africans made very different sense ofit,
foUowing its logic within the framework oftheir world view. Their conclusionstumed

Hamlet,as we know it, upside down,and yet their interpretation followed the words and

ideas with a systematic logic home oftheir cultural view(Bohannan, 1966,p.28). World
view as expressed through thinking and behavior,is the source ofmeaning and the
arbitrator ofexperience. In any attenqjt to help students evaluate their own and other
assumptions, cultural differences must be recognized and explored.
In this sense our program was multicultmal. Rather than learn about other
cultures to become sensitive to them,we learned more aboutIhemto become better able

to critique and transform our own. In the process we ran into much about our cultural

story that resisted such efforts. Nonetheless it is a very old and sensible means ofkeeping
culture adaptive to change,and practiced in this intentional way,we honored the
complexity and evolution ofcvdtural stories and peoples.
Om teacher group discovered that, as individuals, we were often at odds with the

"reahty" we taught based on our cultural assumptions. This became clear during the
second year's retreat to a mountain research station. We had spent the day reading and
discussing articles on history,including those Hsted previously. Later that night Jean
asked the teachers to teU her what they beheved wasthe intent offormal education based

upon allthat they had experienced asteachers. After thinking about itfor a while the
teachers read their answers out loud. To a person,they described formal education's
intent and consequences asthe production ofpassive "citizens" who are rewarded for
acceptance and comphance with the status quo. It is important to remember that none of
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these teachers hadjoined our group out ofprofound discontent with the formal education,
though they had agreed to question its assunq)tions;but almost everyteacher discovered
that when they gave it enough thought,they were very much aware ofthe gulfbetween
their own teaching goals and those ofthe formal education system
This was an important revelation to mefor several reasons. Ihad felt this to he the

case with my own formal education and it waspart ofthe reason Ihad never gone into
teaching within the school system Hearing teachers(who Iknew were conscientious,
hard-working and enthusiastic about teaching)reiterating this thought about the
"mstitutional" effects ofteaehhig,I wasfiuther encouraged to try to create a dififerent
context in the informal setting. I was also forced to realize that informalzoo education

did httle to challenge the assunq)tions offormal education, even though our goal of

protecting wild species requires that visitors take a stand that is not always pohtically or
socially accepted within the status quo.

Modem zoos capitalized on the pubhc'sfascination with animals as curiosities. In
response,they created menageries designed to excite the fear and thrillthat close
proximity to wild animalsfiOm exotic places produced. They entertained. This context

nhrrored other entertainment and educationalinquiry ofthat time. Ornithologists were

busy kilhng birdsfor huge collectionsin our nation's museums and anthropologists were

their behefe about death. Visitorsto museums and zoos were privy to the wonders ofthe
world, collected and housed in one place(Brakefield, 1995,p.16).
It was not untd the 1960s,when the world woke up to the realization that humans
were causing environmentalpollution and animal extinctions,that zoos took a hard look at

the way they cared for their animals. Bowing to pubhc sentiment which was more critical

ofcaptivity,they began designing better animal enclosures which inq)roved the lives of
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their charges. Atthe same time,zoo keepers reahzed that many oftheir animals,now

endangered in the wild, were in danger ofdying outin zoos as well. This wasthe
beginning ofmore serious study ofanimal behavior and captive breeding,leading
eventually to the Species SurvivalPlans or SSPs oftoday(Rutledge, 1995,p.I).
Today,zoos claim as their highest priorities both education and the breeding of

captive speciesfor the conservation ofanimalsin the wild. Zoo breeding efforts are, at
best, a stop-gap measure against extinction, with only sHghtly over one hundred Species
SurvivalPlan animals and,ofthose, only shghtly over 50% successfidly returned to the
wild. These smallnumbers have led to the decision that in the twenty-first century,

captive breeding methods will be used in the "wild" before animalsface captivity as a last
resort(1995,p. 2). This "in-situ" conservation reflects the commitment ofzoo
professionals to the phght ofendangered species,but it also leavesthe zoo educatorsto
ponder what should be taught in existing zoos.

It isin the context created by our own facihties that we have yet to make huge
changes. While zoo designers have made enclosures much more naturahstic in appearance
and,in some cases,have attenq)ted to group animals according to natural communities,

the effect is still one ofanimals as entertainment. The animals are on di^lay and they are
explained to the pubhc with the same stock phrases heard throughout the world. Our

educationalthrust is to deliver a message about the phght ofanimals, yet we display them
like objects.

Afler working on assumptions,I was able to see that zoo educatorsignore the
base assunq)tion that we can know and leam to respect animals by seeing them in zoos. I
know children respond to thisimspoken assumption because I read the letters they send
docents after their tours. Even while they are saying how interesting and fim their tour

was,a signiflcant number record the rmspoken reality ofcaged animala in their drawings.
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Here the heavy bars ofold-style zoos still prevail. Though the childreu rarely refer to
them in writing,the bars exist within their minds. I beheve they are especially prominent
in the minds ofthose children who empathize with the animalsinore strongly,perhaps due
to a feeling ofwhat it is like to be captive in their own environments. By ignoring the
issue, we model denial ofthe most basic kind. We suggestthat zoos are an inevitable
response to the need to be near or to know animals—the only response. We,like
educators within formal systems, do not acknowledge the biases and agenda thatfuel our
institutions.

It is said that good parents make sure that their children have role models who
embodythe parenting skills theylack. This way children can get what they need and the
parents need nottry to be what they are not. In the same way,zoo education needsto
address the fact that zoos were created as menageries and that we remain an institution

based largely within a nineteenth century paradigm. Both zoo educators and their visitors
need to keep this in rnind. In problem posing,this is called the "what is," and it helps us
frame a problem or question we can use to discovery other possibihties. In this case,the

questions might include: Can zoos be more than menageries ofanimals, and ifso what and
how do they need to change? What do zoos actually teach about nature and animals?

This mightlead usto consider what truly makesthe mostimpact upon visitors.
Even in the moment when a visitor comesface toface with an animal, with allits

emotional mq)act, we dilute the experience with ejqjlanations and scientific facts. We are
immediately uncomfortable with other responses,perhaps because to dwell on responses
other than intellectual might lead visitors to raise the issue ofcaptivity. In any case,this
has severalconsequences. Because visitor response is only ehcited on the intellectual

level, we never find out what om visitors truly "feel" about their experience. Thisfocus
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awayfrom the "felt" response severely limits the knowledge gained in terms ofmeaning
made ofthe zoo experience and context.
Meanwhile the problem ofliving in a world ofanimals is sinqilified—zoos will
breed them and reintroduce them in a place called "nature" or the "wdd." People can
come to zoosto be near these animals and zoo educators willtellthem how they hve,how
many are left, etc. Educators willnever discuss the need that brought our visitors to the

zoo—the need to experience animals, and through them the rhythm ofnature both within
and outside ourselves. We will also stay away from the obvious limitations ofknowing
animalsthrough the zoo experience.
Although I realized that there were limitations to zoo education before the teacher

program,I had not asked the types ofquestions that Jean posed asto the consequences.

Ifthe scientific view ofthe world is considered to be its "true nature" what happensto
other views ofthe world? Has science been used to justify political and social mores? Is
it used tojustify zoos? Does a world that is perceived as"knowable"in terms ofscience

and its institutions(including zooS)become more easily exploited for human purposes?
Do zoos lead us to a new way ofperceiving and relating to animals?
Ihad to ask several questions about my personalteaching methods as well. With
science and its institutions so firmly estabhshed asthe only legitimate study ofthe natural
and social worlds,how could I begin to envision environmental education within a broader

context that includes other "ways ofknowing"the world? How could I begin to probe the
felt reqionses ofvisitors? How could we begin to explore the relationship between

humans and animals as part ofzoo education? What would I begin to regard as"hteraCy?"
The teacher education program led me inevitably to these and other questions. If
the program had stopped here,I might have dismissed them asjust too troublesome to
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pursue. The second part ofthis paper willfocus on processes which we explored as
meansfor addressing these questions in our everyday teaching situations.
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PART TWO

The Development ofRitual/Symbol

In order to explore other ways ofknowing the natural world I began to think about

my own experiences in nature.I had come to myjob as a teacher ofnaturalhistory
without a science background. I had received my college degree in hterature and had

become modem dancer and choreographer. Although I enjoyed being in natural
environments,I did not study naturalhistory or biology untilI came to The Living Desert.
When Ifirst began to take college courses Ifelt as ifIhad discovered a new world. I

learned to identify plants and birds. I studied geology,botany and the natural sciences.

Before Ibis education,nature had been a refuge which I sought out daily. It waslargely

imdifferentiated, a background to mythoughts and emotions. It now became the focus,
and Ibecame a much better observer. However,my observations were largely based on

identification, which removed me fi^om the fluid relationship Ihad known in the past.
Astime went on,and I reached a level ofcomfort about my abilities as a naturahst,
Ibegan to feelthat something was missing. I enjoyed educational outings, but I did not
feelthe sense ofcommunion with nature that I did before I came to the desert. I also

sensed that, although I waslearning more about nature,I was not deepening my

relationship with it. Slowly,I began to make Small changes. I ceased to take my
binoculars. Iwentto the base ofa nearby mountain night afl;er night, singly to be there. I
found that what the mountain had to teach me did not resemble anything Ilearned on

nature outings with docents and colleagues. It was based less on observation and more on

the sharing oftime, ofrhythm and ofstillness punctuated by encounters ofall kinds My
learning approach changed from one where 1found out about nature,to one in which I

felt a part and knew byparticipation. The participation was highly imaginative^ linking
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the outside world to my inside world ofsymbol and image. I was making meaning fiom
theflow ofexperience and this meaning challenged the "order"Ihad learned to perceive.
Plants became animate beings;owls warned me to pay attention;rocks slowed my prdse

rate and sense oftime. My environment often ceased being a "place," and I ceased being
separate. I was changing and everything became "strange."
This was very important in my thinking about education. Edward Bohm points out
that the word awareness comesfrom the word wary - a whole body response to what is

new(Bohm,1991,p.134). When truly confronted with the unknown we are immediately
wary, carefrd. Our hair stands up on our arms and the back ofom neck. It is in this
moment that we leam about ourselves and that which we encoimter. We can re-image the
world;we are changed. The combination ofbringing to the surface my old map ofthe
world and the simultaneous rediscovery ofa new one convinced me ofthe powerftd

possibilities ofeducation based on transformation rather than accumulation. In both,the
goalis to re-vision the world.

During the first year ofour program we would spend time going repeatedly to a
"sacred spot" ofour choosing gaining a sense and famiharity with a location. We would
also begin and end each ofour meetings with some form ofritual which each ofustook

tums presenting. Many ofthese involved different ways of"coming to know"nature,so

that we could examine how they changed our perception. In these openings and closings
we danced, chanted,read poetry, and shared our most powerftd physical"totenis."
Sometimes we were profoundlyimcomfortable with these rituals and we talked about why
this was so. However,wfren we did not have time, or when we felt too rushed to take the

time,we keenly felt the absence. Not only did ritual enrich and sohdify the commrmity we
were building, but it reminded usjust how powerftd this kind of"meaning maldng" can be,
and how easy it was to undervalue it.
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In retrospect Ibelieve that the rituals we enacted were a way ofcelebrating the
in^prtance ofwhat we

trying to do together. Li rittial we acknowledged that Opr

group was committed to changing and affecting our whole selves. I think this is also one
reason it wasintimidating and made us uncomfortable, bi nature,1 developed my own

rituals which acknowledged the importance ofwhat 1 learned. They came naturally, and

surroundings. Ritual activity is one ofour oldest ways ofpaying attention to that power.

Though notlinked directly, my growing sense ofsymbolism and ritualhelped me look at
zoo education in a different way.

and without prescribed learning goals, as an important part ofenvironmental education.
In myzoo education we now focus on helping children rediscovery or discoverfor the
first time,those sensory skills which will help them connect. Taking the children to a

secluded spot,just to listen, has become a standard part ofour tour. We are also taking
time to ehcit the responses ofchildren and to allow their sense ofsymbol and ritual to
surface. While thisis not easy in a standard 1 1/2 hour tour,we can indulge thisin

summer and other classes. Our docents now listen carefully and ehcit more successfully
the responses our visitors have to what they see in our zoo.
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Metaphor/Language

One process which continued throughout our teacher program wasthe routine
consideration oflanguage and its resulting metaphors. Did we all mean the same thing
when we used certain language? What happened when the word was shghtly altered? Did

the assuu^tion ofcommon meaning oflanguage hinder our efforts to remake om world?

Using Metaphors We Lwe By by Lakoflfand Johnson(1980)we began to examine
metaphor as a means to help us uncover the beliefs we had about our role as teachers.
We read about metaphor in language and in our cultural stories, we tried to discover those
that we taught, as well asto find new ones which would reflect our changing views more
completely. As we explained these chosen metaphorsto each other,they revealed our
needsfor security, power and control. Some ofthe metaphorsthat emerged during this

exercise included benevolent dictator, carpenter,rafting guide, quilter and hiker.
Lakofifand Johnson explained that "The mostfundamental values in a culture will

be coherent with the metaphorical structure ofthe mostfundamental conceptsin the

crdture"(1980,p. 22). Our efforts to name the basic assunq)tions ofour culturalheritage
were aided by finking the metaphors so fundamentalto education. By recognizing the
coherence ofthese metaphors, we were better able to test the coherence ofour personal
teaching metaphors.

The coherence ofa metaphor hasto do with its ftdl story,including the details,the

language. For instance, when the teacher who chose the rafting guide as metaphor played
it out in detail, she became more consistent in its use and thusit was more powerfiil. To
help her think about it we offered scenariosfor her to consider. For instance, what ifone

person on the raft had no regard for the safety ofthe passengers? Whatifeveryone on the
raft wanted off? Who guides,the rafter or the river? These questions became waysfor
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her to imagine a contextfor her teaching. It offered a map ofpossibihties, and it allowed
for the inevitable twists and tums ofthe river. The meaning made is something like what
is learned in nature,for itslanguage is symbohc and metaphoric.

In order to explore metaphors we had to pay attention to language and the
metaphoric nature oflanguage. Jean knew that unless we looked at the language that
shaped our metaphorsit would be easy to overlook the importance ofthe words we

choose as both a pathway and barrier to consistent and thoughtfiil change. It wasn't until
we began to identify and examine the assumptions contained in some ofour language,that
we began to realize how subtly and thoroughly we instructed through our choice of

words. In phraseslike "human resources,""measurable results," "objective testing,"
"minimal standards," we reduced human and knowledge complexity to conform to a
society obsessed with the end result or product. In wordslike "nature," the "wild," we
create a separation between ourselves and our environment.

As we explored the language we use to describe the gaining ofknowledge,we
began to recognize the over-rehance on visual metaphors and vision as a way ofknowing.

This seemed inq)ortant for my work because it shows how closely we ahgn visual
observation with knowledge,especially in the world ofnature. The role ofobservation is
so embedded iu our scientific view ofthe world that we often do not consider how we

effect that which we are trying to observe.
Because educators have been trained to beheve that the observer and observed are

separate, we forget that children are not yet trained in the behefofan objective world. In
our Discovery Room,which was designed for children, we have skull and skinsfor

children to see up close. These objects often profoxindly disturb children, even when we

teUthem that the animals died ofnaturalcauses. Adults do not question the need to see
these items up close. Indeed,this is one ofthe mainjustificationsfor zoos. We beheve
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there is no substitute to seeing the animals up close. We value this so much that we do

not question the meansto that end. Instead, we send the message that seeing is a right
and necessary part oflearning. We do not need to spend a lifetime learning the ways of
the animals, we simply go to a zoo. We see the consequences ofthis when we take
visitors on our wildemess trail They have neither the skills or the patience to wait for real
animals and their traces. They do not need them.
Using readings on religious metaphor and myth,we tried to imagine how the
world,our thinking and our teaching might be different were we guided by a"God the
mother" rather than"God the father" metaphor. As we very often did, we clustered our
thoughts about both ofthese metaphors and discovered that we felt very differently about
these two possibilities. We also explored the "Earth as Gaia" or living organism

metaphor. These exercises helped us realize, as Lakoffpointed out,that we "understand
the world through our interactions with it"(1980,p. 194). That these interactions are
largely metaphoric in nature, and that we contribute to and perpetuate them in language
was an important step to reimaging our teaching. Ifstudents are taught to entertain a

fluid,imagittative and critical relationship with their own and their cultural metaphors,they
might be better able to address problems and adapt to change.

In worldng with the language ofmetaphors,I beganto see places where we could

acknowledge other ways ofperceiviag nature and animals Inow help my docents create
their own metaphors and point out those taught to usin science. I also suggest that as
teachers, we need to examine these metaphors and symbols ourselves before we can
encourage our visitors to do the same.

When I began to examine the assunq)tions and resulting metaphorsin our docent
program,Ifound much that could be changed. Simply by describing what we do with
children assharing the desert rather than teaching it, we created a context which was
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much more condueive to the goals I was beghmmg to shape as part ofmy ecological
perspective on teaching. This metaphor challenges the idea ofknowledge as acquisition,

ofteacher as expert and ofstudent aspassive recipient. While working with docents on
the consequenees ofthis change, many more shifts in our understanding ofour role as

teachers became possible. Within that act ofsharing, a more equalpower exchange is
possible, with each side contributing to that which is known.

The process ofpaying attention to language and to the metaphorsthey

create is extremely important in creating a learning environment. Ifwe accept all

language, without question, we are not modeling criticalthought. We also overlookmany
opportunities for meaning making. Some ofthe most significant conversations we had as

a group were those centered around the question,"what to we mean when we say
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Problem Posing

In order to encourage docents(who are mostly people in their 60s and 70s)to take
a "wider" view oftheir role,Iused processes Jean introduced within the theory that

shapes critical pedagogy and the practice of"problematizing." This worked especially well
itt a workshops developed for park rangers and zoo educators which were ofshort
duration. I asked the participantsto take some time and think about what they were truly
trying to accorrq)Ush in the interpretive or other work they did within their natural history

institutions. We then Usted these re^onses wJiich often included the following:
1. Increase awareness and respect for nature.

2. Create a sense ofexcitement and enjoyment in the natural world.
3. Increase a sense ofstewardship

4. Help people realize that nature needs protecting.
We called this the "what might be" hst and when it wasfinished,we went on to

make a list ofwhat we actually do in our educational programs. We called this hstthe
"what is" ofour prograrps. Our hst contained the fohowing types ofactivities:
1. Zoo tours.

2. Critter close-ups(animals shown one-on-one,with touching aUowed).
3. Specialinterest walks,including bird, plant, animal walks.

4. Specialtopic programs on astronomy,geology.Native American history, etc..

5. Information about the adaptation oforganismsto environment.
This hst,next to the "whatis" hst demonstrated the huge gulfbetween what we

feh was necessary and desirable to teach and what we actuahy taught. This gulfbecame

our "problem" Within our exploration ofthis"problem" were the realizations that science

information, or experience in natural settings only go so far. It also led us back to our
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reliance on standard teaching patterns. When we examined the "what might be"list, we
realized that we did not know,nor did our cultural and socialteaching guide us towards

education which could reach these goals. In a short period oftime we were led to the
inq)ortant question ofwhat it is we are trying to teach and how. We then considered a
typical program ofmost zoos and nature centers as a wayto "walk through" the work
ahead.

Within the average critter-close-up, popular in zoos and parks,we discovered
many hiconsistent and contrary messages. Our "what is" column illustrated what the
visitor saw—a person holding an animal who cannot get away,who is offered to the

visitors to touch and who is "explained" in a few sentences. While our goal wasto
increase respect for animals, our physical and verbal metaphors were ones ofsubmission

and object status ofthe animal. Based on the "what is" ofcritter close-ups, we had to *

think hard about whether they achieve our "what might be" goals.
The "problematizing" ofcritter close-ups had aheady changed the way we taught
themto docents atmy zoo. Though we realized their drawbacks,we decided that they

offer an inq)ortant and rare opportunity to be close to an animal and to explore the feelings

produced by this experience. Docents are now taught that their primary concem is that
the animal be comfortable and that visitors treat the animal with respect. They are
encouraged to ask questions ofthe visitors that encourage them to pay attention to the

animal and to share their observations and feelings. We also encourage docentsto share
their reasonsfor doing critter close-ups out-loud with visitors and to then hsten to their

estimates ofits success. On the other hand,we neverforget the un^oken message we

send. This"solution" reflects the nature ofthe changes wemade based on this program.

There is no "right" solution,there is only our examination ofthe problem and our attempt
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to let it remain a problem for all(our visitors included)to consider. In this way we can all
contribute to change.
This workshop,though only a first step,initiated thought about whether our
institutions and our own teaching are working towardsthe goals we state. In our teaching
program we went beyond this to question whether many ofour programs and institutions
actually have the same goals.
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Dialogue/RelationsMp/Community

Finally,true dialogue cannot exist unlessthe dialoguers engage in criticalthinking
which discerns an indivisible sohdarity between the world and the people and
admits ofno dichotomy between them—thinking which perceives reahty as process,
astransformation, rather than as a static entity—thinking which does not separate
itselffrom actions,but constantly immerses itselfin tenq)orahty withoutfear ofthe
risksinvolved (Friere, 1993,p. 73).

Whenever we tried to e?q)lain what we were looking for in the way of

environmental hteracy the word relationship surfaced. The idea ofrelationship went
beyond learning about something or someone,towards a recognition ofconnection and

interrelation ofourselves and that which we sou^tto know. Our group's participatory

structure was based on the idea that only ifmembers participated in the life ofthe group,
could we truly gain knowledge which would affect our teaching and living in a meaningM
way. "

This group relationship, wiule sohd aslong as we were not stressed by time
commitment, often took a back seat to family and other school commitments It was
difl&cult to keep the time fi'ee and to honor the commitment Often we were overwhelmed

by how much work it wasto cormnunicate, as well. It was unnerving to discover how

different the members ofthis all white,middle class,"environmentally aware" group cotild
be. It was not always easy to understand one another or to fpUow the connections we

made in our discussions. Still we remained pohte, steering carefidly to avoid any

potentially explosive topics, yet drawn to them as part ofour explorations. One teacher,
who later stopped coming due to fanhly commitments,told usthat she had aheady
explored the issue ofracism and had no desire to do so again. While we were not

exploring racism in any structured way,it surfaced often enough to make her
uncomfortable.
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Jean and I had discovered that relationship building could be an emotional ajBFair.
After most meetings during the first two years, Jean would stay at my housefor the night.
We rarely gotto bed at a reasonable time because we would compare notes. Very often
we would have different takes on what happened and the overall success ofthe meeting.
We would remember people's comments very differently. In short, we interpreted events
in our own way. In our effort to structure the meetings we often abandoned our separate

instincts so that we would better reflect ajoint approach. This often mitigated the results,
leaving us both fiiistrated.

Our group efforts also vacillated between the need to be "on task" and the equally
conq)elling need to let conversation take us onjoumey. Ifwe followed the internallogic
ofour discussions, we generally felt it was worthwhile. However,it bothered the teachers
that, once away ftom the group,they could not tell others exactly what they were gaining.

We seemed to go back and forth between wanting to have a "product" which we could
use to rnake others understand our program,and our own e?q)erience which told usthat
om process wasindeed valuable even at our present stage in which we were unable to
articulate it well.

To my mind these were not problems. The articulation ofthe program lay in the

changesImade with docents. Most ofthem were small changes,but Iknew whyI made

them,and I was evaluating their effectiveness using processes we(our teacher group)used
in our meetings. Another reasonI did not need a "product,"in the sense ofsomething
which would convince others ofthe program's worth, was my own experiences learning

from nature and in dance. When we are truly making meaning from our experiences,
changing our very perception ofthe world,we are changed wholly. The results ofsuch a
change are seen in the subtleties ofeveryday choices. They are cumulative and amass with
time and reflection. It wasthe same with the study ofhterature, my college major. To
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this day I cannot quote passagesfrom the booksthat transformed mythinking so

profoundly,but I do experience the sense ofthose books,recalling tiieir similarity to
current situations and events.

In order to satisfy our different needs concerning process and structure, we began

to follow a scbedule with certain things built in and timed. Journal writing,reflection on
the evening's process and even socializing were scheduled This had mixed results. For
those most concemed by the lack ofstructure,this helped ease their conflict. For others,
it wastoo structured. It seemed to work best when we connected it to some Idnd of

overallrhythm,which returned usto certain activitiesin a circular fashion. We negotiated
time in order not to cut offsomething the group decided wastoo in^ortant to leave on
schedule.

But always,nagging at our heals, wasthe fear that our program might bejust so
much "talk." Did we failto connect it to our everyday actions? Wasit worth the time and
effort? These doubts were apparent whenever one ofthe teachers attended a more

"product oriented" workshop having to do with a teaching technique. More often than
not,the participating teachers came back convinced that allthey had to do wasto follow
the guidelines presented in the workdiop and they would be able to teach in an ecological
and meaningfiilfashion. One teacher began a bilingual master's program and at first she
was absolutely convinced that this Would be ber"solution"to teaching. Other teachers

went to workshops on whole language and peer coaching. Each time theyfollowed a

pattern that began with absolute behefthat this theory or practice wasthe "answer." Over
a period oftime we heard less about it.
Conversely, we continued to meet,not because we felt we could solve our

problems,but because we felt the need to continue to recognize and deal with the

con^lexity ofteaching and ofrelationship or community building. While we did not
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alwaysleave our meetingsfeeling we had solved something, we often did feelthat we had
gained something—whether it involved asking an important questions or sharing and
evaluating our actions and ideas.

It was around this time(the third year ofthe program)that Jean introduced the
idea ofdialogue as something to explore as a group. In some ways we were attempting to
engage in dialogue,but we had no model,nor an understanding ofwhatit was or how it
how it might help ustoward our goal. In our first introduction to dialogue as a theory, we

read articles by both Paulo Friere(1970/1993)and David Bohm(1989). It was about this
time that the artificially structured meetings ended and we began working with the

"structured chaos" ofdialogue.
Jean and IstiU posed questions, but we let the conversation take its own course

based on the group'sinvolvement and our own. I am not sure that this pleased everyone;
at least one member began to come less often after this, but a core group ofabout five
continued to come regularly. Also,Jean and I began to have more consistency between

our overallinq)ression ofthe meetings. In my mind,this began a period where each ofus

became a participant and the "regulars" no longer bad as many doubts aboutthe group's
importance because tbey bad sbpped over the edge andjoined a processfor wbicb tbey
were responsible.

We bad abeady become familiar with the idea of"problem posing" and "praxis"
through Jean and articles by Paulo Frene. Dialogue took this one step fintber by
postulating that in the reflection that precedes and prologues action, we transform the

world. "There is no true word that is not the same time a praxis. Thus,to Speak a true
word is to transform the world.(Friere, 1993,p. 68). This mirrored our efforts to clarify
language as a constant negotiation ofmeaning.
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We also read David Bohm's"Qn Dialogue," a transcription ofa meeting that took;

place in Ojai, California in 1989. For me this wasthe beginmng ofa veryin^ortant shift
in how Iviewed education,for Bohm placesthe true power ofdialogue in the very idea
that there is no agenda.

Nowfm going to propose that in a dialogue we are not going to have any agenda;
we are not going to try to accoBq)lish any usefiilthing. As soon as we try to
accon^hsh a useftd purpose or goal, we wiU have an assumption behind it asto
what is usefiil, and that assunqition is going to limit us(Bohm,1989,p. 9).
Obviously we had an agenda-rto become more effective proponents ofour

ecologicalteaching perspective. Our assumptionsincluded our beliefthat such an action
wasnecessary and desirable. Indeed,one ofour tasks had been to recognize and question

the agendas wefollowed even unconsciously as a result ofour culturaltraining,butthe
idea that, once identified and examined we try to suspend these assumptionsfor the sake
Ofmeaning making,made sense.

Its power layin the acceptance ofthe idea ofdialogue, as well asin the practice of

it; It represented an entering into relationship with thought,word and with others. It was
a metaphor for the kind ofconnection I sought with nature and human nature and the act
ofteaching itself. It represented profound trust andbeliefin life as process and
fektionship vvith the whole. Ifteachers trusted dialogue as a processby which weexplore

meaning,we and our studentswould leam to think creatively and critically together. Ifwe
could trust that this was our true role^ then students would be fi'ee to go beyond our
culturalrestraints, our ovwi perceptions into the future. AsFriere stated,"Dialogue

cannot exist,however,in the absence ofa profound love for the world and for people.

The naming ofthe world,vvhich is an act ofcreation and rercreation^ is not possible ifit is
notinfiised with love" (1993,p. 70).
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is demonstrated in our attempt to listen,to create together a web thought

and wordsin which to name the world we live in: an ever evolving story. To think

critically in an atmosphere that is fluid with the thoughts and perceptions ofothers seemed

to me very much like my own experiences in the natural world. Dialogue,therefore,
encompassed a complexity, a sharing ofpower and a recognition oftme relationship
beyond our professed behefs and situation.

I do not believe that this is all that is needed,but it encon^asses much ofthe
process ofrelationship building. It also shifts power back to the leamer,engaging us in
our learning process. With its emphasis on listening, it reintroduces the idea that respect

and attention must be paid to all aspects ofthe world. Whether we have a dialogue with
other people, a book or nature;we attempt to pay attention and make meaning that comes
from relationship.

My work with dialogue hasremained mostly within our teacher group. Though I feel I am
often in a dialogical relationship to things iread, a gjoup dialogue is something that takes
practice and time. However,it is something I will continue to work on,for I believe it to

be a potentially powerfiilprocess.

How might it change my own situation as a zoo educator? Ifwe learned al)out the
world by engaging in a dialogue with it, we might not choose to know a mountain hon by
caging it, dissecting it with our eyes and other instruments. We would understand that
only in the context ofthe mountain Hon's world doesit truly exist as a subject, and that in

order to have a relationship with mountain hon,we would need to go to its world,not

imprison it in ours. Mountain hon would cease to be an object ofstudy and would enter
our perceptual world on his own terms. We would be changed in the process.
There are risks involved. Could we trust children to think for themselves,to

decide what to do with zoos and animals? Could we live with mountain hon in such a way
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that it remained whole, able to destroy as well as captivate us? Could we begin to

recognize all ofthose we have separated at "other" and begin a dialogue?
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LIMITATIONS

We make the path as we walk. anon.

This quote was writteti on an old piece ofcardboard which we set out at each

meeting. It reflects the limitations as well asthe strengths ofthe program Asneither Jean
nor Ihad chosen a particular path, our movement was sometimes clumsy. There was also
a lot oftime spent deciding on which wayto go next, especially in the beginning. Jean and
I were often reluctant leaders, stopping often to make sure we were followed, only to
change courses.
Even with a comanitment to the idea that gaining knowledge is a complex and

sometimes chaotic endeavor,the group often feh finstrated by the lack offirm structure
and direction. It was difidcult to take the time to feel that fiustration and to assertion

whether it was a response to our e?q)ectations about learning or whether we truly were
going astray firom our goals. For the six ofus who stiH meet,this question has diminished.
We have begun to utilize what we gained from the program in our individual settings. We

are on our own paths as educators, and the group'sis one that Sustains usfor our
individual work.

Other limitations have to do with our abihty to sustain and realize pur visionsfor
education. We must hold them,articulate them to our peers and supervisors, share them
with our students and find waysin which they are reflected in all parts ofour learning

environment. Thisis dif&cult work which requires usto be many things. Thisis one

reason why we still meet. It is a life-long process. Witlun the context ofour group,we

are helped along by the different talents and strengths that each ofus have.
Also,there is stillthe nagging compulsion to deliver a "product" which pleases all.
Test scores, docents who can recite correct information;these and other "concrete results"

continue to seduce us. Every time we take time to concentrate on the process oflearning.
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or reflect on the meaning ofour learning experiences, we have less time for rote
education. Our students have come to expect to take this time and,for the most part, we
insist upon it.

In myteaching situation,time willtell. The shift in philosophy and teaching
methods are being most effectively felt only hy new docents. It is a slow process. My

administrators would like more "sexy" programs,hutIhave so far resisted and our
programs still please our visitors. A discussion on whether zoos should focus on education
or entertainment has begun in the zoo world. At our last American Association ofZoos

and Aquariums(AZA)conference,a Disney representative and a college
teacher/bioregionahst debated the issue. Like aU who are convinced that things will
continue to change,I will wait to see what develops. Meanwhile I continue to evolve my

own ecologicalperspective on teaching and am able to explain whyI make the teaching
choices I do. I would appreciate the chance to enter into a dialogue with other zoo

educators,but so far this hasnot happened. I will continue to ask for it at each
conference.

For aU ofour program's stumbling, I heheve that making our own path has helped

us develop an integrity ofpropose. We know what we are doing and why we are doing it.
As more people begin to enter into a dialogue about these deeper issues ofeducation,we
wUlbe ready tojoin them—so too,wUl our students.
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CONCLUSION

I designed a relationship diagram shovyn in Figure 1 to accompany a grant
proposalfor a teacher workshop(see Figure 1). Iinclude it because it provides a visual

representation ofsome ofthe mostimportant aspects ofmy ecologicalperspective on
teaching. It is also a direct result ofour teacher education program

In it, nature and culture(society)are side by side in a yin/yang relationship.
Though the concepts hsted on each side are different,they are intrinsically related in our

minds and perceptions. The processes Hsted on the wavy Hne that separates yet links both
sides, are ways or processes which can be used to explore the relationship between nature
and culture.

The diagram presents no solution. It sets us a "problem" or a way ofbeginning to
explore relationships between things which are sometimes considered as unconnected. It

suggeststhat the way we perceive nature and the way we perceive our cultural world are
related. It poses questions. Do we perceive nature as a web? Do we have a hierarchical
cvdturalview? Does our way ofseeing nature have anything to do with the cultural world
we create? Have we evolved a way ofperceiving nature that has left our cultural structure
hi need ofchange?

Through dialogue and other processes we can begin to make some kind of
meaning from these seemingly separate concepts and ofquestionsthey bring up. The point

is to relate nature and culture asfimdamentaUy interrelated, and in that relationship,begin
to make new meaning ofboth.
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This diagram is a conclusion in the sense that it is a radically different vision of
environmental education than that which Iheld before the program It is,for me,the real

work we aU have ahead ofus. Astime goes by,Ihope to discover more creative waysto
approach this work. In dialogue with others,I may discover some which I might
otherwise miss. This diagram wiU remain most meaningfiil only to me,as representative of
a vision that guides myteaching efforts.

Philosophers,educators, scientists, activists and fiiturists ofallkinds have begun to
consider the relationdiip between nature and cvdture. While we will gain much by
listening to them,we must also travel a path that takes usthrough a process ofrethinking
our own perceptual maps. This group, more than anything else,hastaught me that

transformative education beginsin small groups ofpeople who are committed to learning.
It is slow;it is messy;but it is also powerM.
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